
Steps for  Systems Mapping the F i rs t  1000 Days

1
Reviewing what came before  
Reviewed the mapping work undertaken by Hawaii Leadership Forum (KUMU link) to draw out broader themes 
as a basis for our engagement plan and our own map.

2
Map variables 
We identified a range of variables that impact on a healthy, welcome and safe start to life in the First 1000 Days 
and used these nodes to start our map.
While adding the nodes we learned through experimentation and KUMU support how to use the KUMU software. 

We also formulated our guiding and near stars:
Guiding Star: We are a connected community where families matter and children thrive (our Common Agenda)
Near Star: All children enjoy a healthy, welcome and safe start to life in their First 1000 Days (our desired state for 
the First 1000 Days).

3
Engagement plan
We developed an engagement plan and sent out a message to services that we wanted their insights about what 
factors have greatest impact locally on achieving a healthy welcome and safe start to life.

4
Systems practice
Team members took the online OMIDYAR group course systems practice through +Acumen

5
Conversations with the Service System
We conducted the two following activities with services to capture their expertise and 
perspective: 
• Part A: Brainstorm work for and against healthy, welcome, safe starts with particular consideration of the 

variable under consideration today (e.g. childcare or other area flagged on the map)
• Part B: Explore what you see as the relationships between things that you have listed. 

          Part A: Individual Activity (5 mins):

         Framing question - What works for or against a Healthy, Welcome Start in the First 1000 Days of Life?

1. Keeping in mind the overall outcome, all children have a Healthy, Welcome and Safe Start, think about this  
particular variable... 
... Brainstorm the factors that work for and against this variable. Note each separately on a sticky-note and post to 
the flip chart in positive and negative columns.

2. Everyone to place the sticky in the ‘for’ and ‘against’ columns 
 
Part B: Group  Activity (10 mins): 

3. Together theme the sticky notes and write a single sticky note for each major theme. Group approval of  
over-arching themed sticky notes. 

4. Transfer sticky note themes to a flip chart in a circle (either on a wall or table). Maximum of 9 themes 
5. a) Does a relationship exist between any of these factors? 

b) Draw a line between any that are related. In this relationship which factor affects the other the most? 
Continue clockwise around the circle until all the possible causes have been discussed.

6. Between two factors that have a relationship, does the relationship of one increase, decrease or stabilise the 
other? 
Facilitator to add + (increasing), - (decreasing), or * (stabilising) 
The team later counted the number of arrows going in or out to each for coding.

6
Coding 
The team coded and added the factors from the conversations  on to the systems map and sent services a link to 
the information so they could verify that it had been accurately recorded and could add further comments.

7
Deeper dive 
We studied the factors collected from all of the conversations to consider which acted as enablers or inhibitors 
and themed them.

We then considered the upstream and downstream effects and whether they were structural, attitudinal or 
transactional factors.

https://www.plusacumen.org/courses/systems-practice


8
Creating loops 
As a  team we chose a factor from this analysis and started creating causal loops, drawing from our learnings in 
the OMIDYAR Course.

We then determined whether the loops was:
• Virtuous
• Vicious
• Stabilising
• Stagnating

and for each loop we built a narrative and entered all the information into the KUMU map.

9
Discovering the deeper structure 
We put each loop on one page and clustered loops that addressed similar things and looked for the dominant 
story.
Working through this uncovered the deep structure or story that held the loops and their narratives together.

10
Building a provisional map 
After building the deep structure on KUMU the other causal loops were added to the map, and the relationships 
between were shown with connecting arrows.

11
Creating the system narrative 
For each region of the map we commented on how each loop impacts or influences other loops

12
Socialising and iterating the map 
We held a First 1000 Days event, during which we shared the map and narratives and encouraged people to 
interact with the map. This lead to some key leverage areas of the map being identified as a suitable place to 
begin collaborative efforts for systems change

13
Developing hypothesis for change 
People came together around potential leverage areas and refined the hypotheses for change and are now 
developing strategic actions.
We feel that we have arrived at some actions that have a high likelihood of maximum impact.
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